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Brighter ChildÂ® Division 0 to 12 Flash Cards offer children a fun and easy way to practice their

division skills. The set features 54 cards with two division problems each, their answers on the

opposite side. Bright, bold numbers are placed on a white background for easy reading, and a

special card also offers creative game ideas designed to reinforce learning.The popular Brighter

ChildÂ® Flash Cards give children a fun and easy way to practice important skills. Offering 24 titles

encompassing preschool to grade 5, each title focuses on an important subject including early

concepts, math, phonics, and U.S. History. Fun game ideas and learning suggestions are included

to help children build proficiency and confidence. Game cards also allow children to develop

thinking, decision-making, turn-taking, and social skills while playing fun games at the same time.
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not angry, not being negative, but feel you must know.these flash cards skip a few numbers. not the

complete division 0-12 like it claims. for example 3s. it 36, 27, 21,15, 9, 6. so your child and you

would only get to practive all those numbers divided by 3. tthere was no 24, 18, or 12 divided by 3,



which i feel are still important numbers. i can understand 33, 30, and 3 divided by 3 are pretty easy

right. so i didn't mind those missing so much. but we really need to practice the other ones. and i

saw this with almost every set... returning for a refund. yeah these were only $2.99. i guess that is

what i paid for...so just be warned.

The cards are nice and big with answers small and on the backside. They are however, only plastic

coated on ONE side, unlike playing cards that are coated on both sides.

After searching locally for flash cards I found this online and they had great ratings so I decided that

I would purchased them for my granddaughter to assist her with her math. They are definitely worth

the money because we use them daily to help to strengthen her math skills. These flash cards are

definitely an plus in helping kids to learn math facts.

the description is correct about the product 100% not waterproof but water resistant great to take

with you for quick study not use permitted marker for it will not come off there are 2 math equations

one on each side and the answer is on the top right hand corner

These are of good quality and were shipped fast and arrived in great condition. I do surprise flash

card quizzes on the kids to keep them on their toes! They actually try and prepare for a " pop quiz"

now which helps them in school as well. Great product. Would purchase again.

Not as comprehensive as I thought I guess you get what you pay for. It has problems on both sides

with a tiny answer for the problem on the back. It is difficult for him to study. I should have got the

ones with the problem on one side and the same problem on the back with the answer.

Wonderful learning tool that has helped my 8 year old succeed in math! Problems on the front and

back of the card, answer in the corner. This makes it hard to see the answer through the card when

holding them up during practice.

Missing several flashcards from each number set. Buyer Beware! Very disappointed. Would not

purchase again. Might as well have made our own flashcards.
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